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Guide to Getting it on 2015-04-07
a fully revised and updated edition of the category leader includes two new chapters and 5 new illustrations

Guide to Getting it on 2012
with six new chapters a dozen new illustrations and more than 2 400 updates this edition of the category leading book continues to earn its place as america s most up to date and
informative book about sex

The Essential Guide to Getting Your Book Published 2010-11-11
a complete author s toolkit the guide that demystifies every step of the publishing process no matter what type of book you want to write fiction nonfiction humor sci fi romance
cookbook children s book here is how to take an idea you re passionate about develop it into a manuscript or proposal get it published and deliver it into the hands and hearts of readers
includes interviews with dozens of publishing insiders agents editors besteslling authors and booksellers real life success stories and the lessons they impart plus sample proposals and
query letters a resource guide and more updated to cover ebooks self publishing digital marketing the power of social media and more this complete author s toolkit includes
information on locating luring and landing an agent perfecting your pitch the nuts and bolts of a book proposal conquering the query letter finding the right publisher for you four steps
to reaching readers online making amazon work for you kickstarting your kickstarter campaign the ins and outs of ebooks 10 things you should have on your author website turning
rejection into a book deal new frontiers in self publishing

A Field Guide To Getting Lost 2010-08-31
in this investigation into loss losing and being lost rebecca solnit explores the challenges of living with uncertainty a field guide to getting lost takes in subjects as eclectic as memory
and mapmaking hitchcock movies and renaissance painting beautifully written this book combines memoir history and philosophy shedding glittering new light on the way we live now

The Good Girl's Guide to Getting Lost 2011-03-29
rachel friedman has always been the consummate good girl who does well in school and plays it safe so the college grad surprises no one more than herself when on a whim and in an
effort to escape impending life decisions she buys a ticket to ireland a place she has never visited there she forms an unlikely bond with a free spirited australian girl a born adventurer
who spurs rachel on to a yearlong odyssey that takes her to three continents fills her life with newfound friends and gives birth to a previously unrealized passion for adventure as her
journey takes her to australia and south america rachel discovers and embraces her love of travel and unlocks more truths about herself than she ever realized she was seeking along
the way the erstwhile good girl finally learns to do something she s never done before simply live for the moment

A Real Guide to Really Getting It Together Once and for All 2015
the author shares anecdotes advice and cringe inducing jokes based on her own experiences of being an insecure misfit and counsels readers on fitness grooming and pursuing healthy
goals

It's All In Your Head 2017-08-10
a warm hug of a book a true gem buzzfeed this witty honest and enlightening guide to the whirrings of your brain is the perfect read for any young person who s ever felt overwhelmed
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at a loss or in a downward spiral from the author of my mad fat diary rae earl it s full of friendly advice coping strategies and laugh out loud moments to get you through the difficult
days most of all this is a book from someone who gets it someone who won t try and fob you off with confusing jargon or irritating slogans but instead will help you through it with a
smile and a cup of tea on hand rae says as a teenager i was very adept at hiding my ocd my anxiety my depression and my eating disorders that s why i ve written this book because i
hate to think of any teen going through what i did and feeling like they can t talk about it or need to hide it so let s break down some taboos and start a conversation i want to help you
come out the other side feeling happier and healthier with a deeper understanding of what s going on in your head and how to navigate through life without feeling overwhelmed or
isolated where my lack of medical background becomes an issue dr radha swoops in to the rescue as a gp mental health expert and co host of bbc radio 1 s the surgery i ve worked with
her to make sure all the information and advice is spot on she s clever she s kind and she gets it i wish my teenage brain had had access to dr radha this is a book for fans of gemma
cairney and open ruby wax and frazzled matt haig and reasons to stay alive bryony gordon and mad girl and most importantly it s a book to make you feel like you re not alone you re
really really not

Get a Life! 2012
a moment of contemplation in a frantic world to allow your heart to sing and spirit to soar

HBR Guide to Getting the Right Work Done (HBR Guide Series) 2012-09-18
is your workload slowing you and your career down your inbox is overflowing you re paralyzed because you have too much to do but don t know where to start your to do list never
seems to get any shorter you leave work exhausted but have little to show for it it s time to learn how to get the right work done in the hbr guide to getting the right work done you ll
discover how to focus your time and energy where they will yield the greatest reward not only will you end each day knowing you made progress your improved productivity will also set
you apart from the pack whether you re a new professional or an experienced one this guide will help you prioritize and stay focused work less but accomplish more stop bad habits and
develop good ones break overwhelming projects into manageable pieces conquer e mail overload write to do lists that really work

The Gentleman's Guide to Getting Lucky 2019-11-26
the queer teen historical you didn t know was missing from your life teen vogue on the gentleman s guide to vice and virtue in this funny and frothy novella that picks up where the new
york times bestselling the gentleman s guide to vice and virtue leaves off freshly minted couple monty and percy fumble through their first time together monty s epic grand tour may
be over but now that he and percy are finally a couple he realizes there is something more nerve wracking than being chased across europe getting together with the person you love
will the romantic allure of santorini make his first time with percy magical or will all the anticipation and build up completely spoil the mood

The Impatient Woman's Guide to Getting Pregnant 2012-04-17
comforting and intimate this girlfriend guide to getting pregnant gets to the heart of all the emotional issues around having children biological pressure in law pressures greater social
pressures to support women who are considering getting pregnant trying to get pregnant is enough to make any woman impatient the impatient woman s guide to getting pregnant is a
complete guide to the medical psychological social and sexual aspects of getting pregnant told in a funny compassionate way like talking to a good friend who s been through it all and
in fact dr jean twenge has been through it all the mother of three young children she started researching fertility when trying to conceive for the first time a renowned sociologist and
professor at san diego state university dr twenge brought her research background to the huge amount of information sometimes contradictory frequently alarmist and often
discouraging that she encountered online from family and friends and in books and decided to go into the latest studies to find out the real story the good news is there is a lot less to
worry about than you ve been led to believe dr twenge gets to the heart of the emotional issues around getting pregnant including how to prepare mentally and physically when thinking
about conceiving how to talk about it with family friends and your partner and how to handle the great sadness of a miscarriage also covered is how to know when you re ovulating when
to have sex timing your pregnancy maximizing your chances of getting pregnant how to tilt the odds toward having a boy or a girl and the best prenatal diet trying to conceive often
involves an enormous amount of emotion from anxiety and disappointment to hope and joy with comfort humor and straightforward advice the impatient woman s guide to getting
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pregnant is the bedside companion to help you through it

Getting Ready to Drive 2012-10
getting ready to drive a how to guide examines the particulars of being safe on the road includes taking your written and practical driving tests getting your license learning the rules of
the road and understanding the dangers of cell phones and the importance of seatbelts author eva apelqvist also explains what to do when one is pulled over the environmental impact
of driving and the monetary discussions teens need to have with their parents before they re given the keys to the car

The Twentysomething Guide to Getting It Together 2014-06-15
your guide to making it as a real life grownup like a lot of people author mary traina spent her early twenties making a mess out of her life until she realized it was time to toss the red
solo cups and finally grow up in the twentysomething guide to getting it together she teaches you how to bust out of your rut with practical advice for kicking your bad habits taking
action toward your goals and moving on to the next stage of your life as an adult from answering tough relationship questions to advancing your career she ll tackle all your biggest
issues as well as give you a step by step plan for getting through your twenties in one piece through traina s signature humor research and real world tips this groundbreaking guide
shows you how to date a real man escape entry level hell stop binge drinking and overeating emerge from a mountain of debt cut those toxic friends of convenience with the same hip
pop culture references and endless wit that landed her a regular column on zooey deschanel s website mary traina makes getting life together fun easy and gasp the cool thing to do

The Pocket Idiot's Guide to Getting Girls 2004-10-05
straight shooting techniques for success with the ladies here in this terrific pocket sized guide are all the tools needed to successfully approach and talk to a woman get her phone
number and get a date with tips on what to do and what not to do this book covers everything from reading body language and using a wingman to learning what girls are looking for in
terms of looks money and career straightforward advice and practical tips for guys from the women they re trying to meet includes topics such as reading signals moving in for the pick
up starting a conversation and keeping it going there are 100 million single adults in the us according to a recent it s just lunch survey 76 of men believe that a relationship is more
important than their career

Hard Easy: A Real-Life Guide for Getting the Life You Want 2020
a refinery29 best book of 2018 one of real simple s most inspiring books for graduates indie personal finance bestseller how to get good with money even if you have no idea where to
start the financial diet is the personal finance book for people who don t care about personal finance whether you re in need of an overspending detox buried under student debt or just
trying to figure out how to live on an entry level salary the financial diet gives you tools to make a budget understand investments and deal with your credit chelsea fagan has tapped a
range of experts to help you make the best choices for you but she also knows that being smarter with money isn t just about what you put in the bank it s about everything from the
clothes you put in your closet to your financial relationship habits to the food you put in your kitchen instead of ordering in again so the financial diet gives you the tools to negotiate a
raise and the perfect cocktail recipe to celebrate your new salary the financial diet will teach you how to get good with money in a year the ingredients everyone needs to have a budget
friendly kitchen how to talk about awkward money stuff with your friends the best way to make and stick to a budget how to take care of your house like a grown up what the hell it
means to invest and how you can do it

The Financial Diet 2018-01-02
the secret to getting more checks on that to do list as companies and workers are being pressured to do more for less new ways of becoming more time productive are essential the
complete idiot s guide to getting things done gives readers the tools they need to increase personal productivity in the workplace including how to visualize short and long term goals
tear down the walls of procrastination manage energy instead of time streamline work space run productive meetings work effectively with others and more over the past 10 years
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american productivity has risen 46 while hours worked have remained flat bureau of labor statistics books on personal productivity sell very well author s related book the complete idiot
s guide to managing your time is phenomenally successful author is a nationally recognized speaker

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Getting Things Done 2005-12-06
the little guide to getting your journal article published is a practical step by step guide for the novice or uncertain author on how to get published

The Little Guide to Getting Your Journal Article Published 2022
a lighthearted assessment of the medical psychological social and sexual aspects of conception shares advice for women on what they can do before contacting a doctor explaining how
to prepare oneself mentally and physically for pregnancy while offering insights into maximizing conception chances original 35 000 first printing

The Impatient Woman's Guide to Getting Pregnant 2012-04-17
after tutoring more than 50 students for advanced level mathematics on a one to one basis since 2013 in singapore a singapore math home tutor discovers what differentiates students
who are successful at math from those who don t the key differentiator is the individual student s approach to study and this book explains those that work as well as those that inhibit
the student s potential to do well the tutor also shares his personal approach of learning math that helped him got a for math exams all the way from primary school to junior college

The Unorthodox Guide to Getting A In Math Exams 2019-05-08
will ashurst provides tangible answers as he delves deep into the music industry with sensible goals and pitfalls to avoid this book will guide you through the fog that stands between
you your demo and your deal 10 000 unsigned bands are desperate for recognition from recording and publishing companies all bands in this position whether or not they have the
requisite talent are certainly missing one vital commodity information in a jargon free easy to understand practical style the this is the updated third edition which also covers the
developments and changes that have occured in the music industry since the first edition was published as well as an updated list of useful contacts

The Band's Guide To Getting A Record Deal (Second Edition) 2010-03-05
turn organzing your space into your next great project with this comprehensive guide in our materialistic time crunched society lifestyles are compromised by disorganization and clutter
in a 2008 national association of professional organizers survey 65 percent of respondents noted that their household was at least moderately disorganized 71 percent said their quality
of life would improve if they were better organized and 96 percent of respondents indicated that they could save time every day by becoming more organized a survey by ikea reported
that only 11 percent of americans know where their social security cards are unfortunately the problem has gotten so out of hand for so many they have no idea where to begin the
complete idiot s guide to getting organized fast track finds readers where they are and helps them take the first steps toward a more organized and efficient life in this book readers get
the principles behind effective organizing that can be applied to any situation in the home or office a plan for clearing paper clutter and putting important documents where they can be
found commonsense thoughts on prioritizing and letting go of objects that are no longer useful a system for categorizing possessions that does not require people to buy more stuff to
organize the stuff they already have tips for tackling disorganization hot spots including home offices or dens kitchens closets master bedrooms garages attics and basement areas
advice for staying ahead of messy family members or coworkers who can undo a person s hard work in an instant

The Complete Idiot's Guide to Getting Organized Fast-Track 2012-11-06
what s the dish on getting a fabulous psychic reading who better to ask than the street smart psychic lisa barretta offers insider advice from the other side of the tarot cards crystal ball
and tea leaves sassy candid and spot on lisa barretta s guidance will help you choose the psychic that s right for you astrologer medium tarot reader or phone line psychic and steer
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clear of charlatans true stories from barretta s colorful career as a psychic reader reveal what to do and what not to do to build rapport with your psychic and get the best possible
reading a great guide to help you make a discerning choice when you re seeking someone to weigh in on your what s next debbie nigro author and new york radio talk show host

The Street-Smart Psychic's Guide to Getting a Good Reading 2009
all black legend buck shelford was the epitome of brute strength determination and athletic prowess it was a shock to new zealand sports fans then when he was diagnosed with
lymphatic cancer in 2005 which he subsequently overcame with treatment more recently after a public battle with his weight buck successfully shed over 25 kilos accessible and user
friendly buck up draws on buck s personal experience with health issues but goes far beyond along with highly regarded sports scientist dr grant schofield buck offers a wide array of
information and realistic tips to improve the quality of life for kiwi males and their loved ones a book full of big ideas and practical advice as well as a good dose of blokey humour buck
up promises to positively alter awareness of and approaches to men s health for both everyday males and practitioners

Buck Up: The Real Bloke's Guide to Getting Healthy and Living Longer 2012-09-26
in her first personal growth book girl talk 101 a simple but yet complete guide to getting your stuff together author erin johnell dickey examines many issues in which women face these
issues better known as stuff are hindering many women from enjoying all that life has to offer them it is imperative that women address inner issues such as pain inflicted by others and
self inflicted pain caused by negligence women must also make their dreams become reality this book is meant to be an easy reader so that women on the go will have time to read it
and apply it in their daily lives

Girl Talk 101 A Simple But Yet Complete Guide to Getting Your ''Stuff'' Together! 2010-04-28
when a loved one has ocd it s a constant struggle it hurts to see your spouse so anxious or your teen spending so much time alone you ve tried logic reassurance even accommodating
endless rituals but too often these well meaning attempts actually make ocd worse psychologist jonathan abramowitz has worked with countless families affected by ocd and he
understands the strain he also knows you can turn things around grounded in state of the art treatment research this compassionate guide helps you change your own behavior to
support your loved one s recovery by gently but firmly encouraging the person you care about to face their fears you can stop being controlled by the disorder disentangle yourself from
unhealthy patterns and see your whole family grow more confident and hopeful vivid stories dos and don ts and practical tools which you can download and print for repeated use help
you follow the step by step strategies in this life changing book

The Family Guide to Getting Over OCD 2021-04-15
elena murzello cannot imagine going to the grocery store without a list as she strolls through the aisles she relies on her list to make sure she gets her must haves and to help keep her
from grabbing items she does not need it was with this theory in mind that at age twenty one she created a list of characteristics for a potential lifelong mate that still guides her love
choices to this day in the love list elena shares her real life experiences as well as information gathered from more than a hundred single divorced and married men and women about
the qualities they look for in a life partner abstracting details from her interviews she created a process that anyone can use to create his or her own lists along with introspective
questions to ponder elena includes sample lists of characteristics the top three traits both men and women seek in a partner an exploration of different types of relationships and ways
to diversify a portfolio of suitors the love list provides practical tips and personal stories to encourage single people to look deep within take risks and learn to rely on their own unique
lists while searching for the perfect mate

The Love List 2013-09
you can live easy hard or hard easy this law will inevitably play itself out so why not stop sabotaging your goals and relationships and use it to your advantage this book will help you
thoroughly understand what s getting in the way of making the changes you want and how to apply this law when faced with tough decisions
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Hard Easy 2020-03-31
this hilarious follow up to the wildly popular bad girl s guide to the open road is the ultimate guide to getting itanything and everythingin bad girl style delayed gratification is a thing of
the past with this inspired collection of tips and tricks for scoring love fame money power parking spaces and other essentials with sure fire schemes for everything from free food and
airline miles to insider lingo for paving pesky resume gaps the bad girl s guide to getting what you want shows how to fake it fabulously but spin and strategy are just the beginningthe
truth can be an even more wicked weapon learn the secrets of men s hair the landlord s achilles heel and the maitre d s darkest desires and the dream date great apartment and best
table are yours racy bad girl confessions and edgy illustrations make this indispensable volume even dishier ethics are overratedit s the results that count pack this sassy package in
your purse and knowing what you want is as good as getting it

The Bad Girl's Guide to Getting What You Want 2000-09
hey gorgeous you know how you re always thinking about getting more organized more focused healthier changing up your hair routine and so many other things it s time to stop
thinking about it and do it we know getting started seems overwhelming we ve been there we re both busy professionals and moms so we know how self care gets pushed to the side
but that s not the way it should be we want to help you become your best self that s why we teamed up to write get it and gathered all our favorite tips tricks and secrets to help you get
whatever it you want get centered get on track get organized get healthy get fit get beautiful hair get flawless skin get made up get stylish and sexy in just minutes a day from finding a
calm center amidst chaos and dressing for your body type in your 30s 40s and beyond to getting in shape no matter what your schedule looks like and saving time on hair makeup and
looking and feeling young get it is the ultimate handbook to finding style beauty and wellness within yourself while getting exactly what you want out of life we re so excited to share
this book with you whatever you want it s time to get it xoxo jacqueline and jené

Get It! 2016-05-24
do you procrastinate and if so what s your procrastination type in this fun and illustrated guide author jennifer shannon blends acceptance and commitment therapy act and cognitive
behavioral strategies to help you recognize your procrastination habits discover the strengths of your unique procrastination type and find the motivation you need to meet important
deadlines and reach your highest goals in the midst of modern day distractions like smartphones social media and endless hours of movie and television streaming it s no wonder you
procrastinate but despite what you may have heard procrastination doesn t make you a bad or lazy person in fact procrastination may even work for you sometimes creating a sense of
urgency that can help you focus but if procrastination doesn t work for you it can get in the way of meeting your full potential in high school college your career and life so how can you
get things done and be your very best in a teen s guide to getting stuff done you ll discover your procrastination type warrior pleaser perfectionist or rebel as well as the unique
strengths inherent in each type if you re a warrior you love a good challenge but may not be able to complete tasks you find uninteresting if you re a pleaser you may be so concerned
about disappointing others that you postpone doing something if you re a perfectionist you may put things off because you re worried about your work being judged by teachers parents
or peers and finally if you re a rebel you re driven by a strong sense of independence by understanding your type and using the practical strategies laid out in each chapter of this book
you ll be able to break the cycle of procrastination once and for all this isn t a manual on how to please your parents teachers professors or friends this is a book to help you understand
why you procrastinate whether or not procrastination works for you and if not how to improve your work habits and really get things done by helping you uncover your own unique
strengths this book will help you master your to do list and your life

A Teen's Guide to Getting Stuff Done 2017-11-01
everyone waits till the last minute sometimes but many procrastinators pay a significant price from poor job performance to stress financial problems and relationship conflicts
fortunately just as anyone can endlessly delay anyone can learn how to stop cognitive behavioral therapy expert monica ramirez basco shows exactly how in this motivating guide dr
basco peppers the book with easy to relate to examples from recovering procrastinators including herself inviting quizzes exercises and practical suggestions help you understand why
you procrastinate start with small changes that lead to big improvements outsmart your own delaying tactics counteract self doubt and perfectionism build crucial skills for getting
things done today
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The Procrastinator's Guide to Getting Things Done 2009-12-21
hard easy a get real guide for getting the life you want is a clear cut entertaining relatable approach to self improvement giving you the tools needed for success however you define it
amazon com

Hard Easy 2020
national bestseller considering a trip to a quaint english village you ll think twice after learning about the countless murderous possibilities lurking behind the bucolic façades thanks to
this illustrated guide from 1 bestselling author maureen johnson and illustrator jay cooper perfect for fans of cozy mysteries a weekend roaming narrow old lanes touring the faded
glories of a country manor and quaffing pints in the pub how charming that is unless you have the misfortune of finding yourself in an english murder village where danger lurks around
each picturesque cobblestone corner and every sip of tea may be your last if you insist on your travels do yourself a favor and bring a copy of this little book it may just keep you alive
brought to life with dozens of gorey esque drawings by illustrator jay cooper and peppered with allusions to classic crime series and unmistakably british murder lore your guide to not
getting murdered in a quaint english village gives you the tools you need to avoid the same fate should you find yourself in a suspiciously cozy english village or simply dream of going
good luck and whatever you do avoid the vicar

Your Guide to Not Getting Murdered in a Quaint English Village 2021-09-14
packed full of invaluable and practical advice tips quizzes and self assessment exercises for fifteen to eighteen year olds this guide written with the keenest and most ambitious students
in mind will help you to maximise your academic potenitial and achieve the results you need written by an acknowledged expert in the field this study guide will help you to assess your
own strengths and weaknesses make the best use of available resources effectively manage your time and prioritise your workload develop essay writing and note taking skills excel in
exams and coursework considered a natural companion to the author s highly successful brain train this book maximises academic potential both in coursework and exams amongst
gcse and as a level students effectively simply and without exhausting and counter productive effort

Getting Straight 'A's 2005-11-18
any business that allows their customers credit terms will invariably run into late or non payments this affects cash flow and business viability however as the authors show customers
that are solvent will pay some suppliers every month even if they don t pay everyone so how do you ensure you are first in line to get paid this book examines the strategies that work
and those that don t the authors introduce a simple but highly effective model the virtuous revenue cycle that shows readers how to cultivate business relationships that keep the cash
flowing the strategies are highly practical down to advice on just how to phrase those tricky emails reminding customers to pay up

Let The Cash Flow: A practical guide to getting paid on time by your customers 2021-04-15
do you feel like you re not heard but you don t want to have to scream personal development coach mary hartley explains the secrets of assertiveness of how to communicate with
other people in ways that are confident effective but also considerate mary reveals the simple steps you can take to help you relate to other people honestly and openly in every area of
your life at work with your friends and family and in your love life you will discover that you can be true to yourself and your needs without hurting or diminishing other people what
assertiveness is and why it matters how to avoid aggression passivity and manipulation tips for handling tricky situations including put downs and dealing with bullies mastering
assertive body language and communication packed with practical strategies and exercises this book will show you how to be confident assured and proactive with style
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The Smart Girl's Guide to Getting What You Want 2014-04-22
since 2001 william germano s getting it published has helped thousands of scholars develop a compelling book proposal find the right academic publisher evaluate a contract handle the
review process and finally emerge as published authors but a lot has changed in the past seven years with the publishing world both more competitive and mor

THE ART OF SEDUCTION (PB) 2017
give your business a successful credit and collections plan with this easy and clear guide over 100 000 businesses have slow or non paying customers yet very few actually have a
workable plan for claiming the missing revenue that results this book gives you a complete solution and tool set to ensure your business maximizes its collections while maintaining an
effective profitable credit plan you ll discover how to set up an efficient in house credit policy that not only lets you collect more debts but also boost sales increase cash flow and grow
profits step by step credit management instructions show you how to weed out bad paying customers add more good paying customers collect on past due balances avoid bad debt and
limit credit risk contains all needed forms to set up and implement an effective credit policy author is a popular columnist for several newspapers and national magazines and appears
regularly in the media as a go to authority on debt get paid enables you to decide what matters most to your business when it comes to billing payment terms pricing cash flow and
more then set up the systems to meet these goals and increase profitability

Getting It Published 2010-10-21

The Guide to Getting Paid 2011-03-23
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